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September 14, 2014 - All together, it achieves the same effect as the "War in the East" style card that impressed
me. ") unless I have a . 20, 2016 â€” Regarding creating a "dotted" version of the ocean hexes, I can help. I've
attached a Photoshop .zip file containing the points already masked for . September 14, 2014 â€” All Together .

this achieves the same effect as the "War in the East" style card that impressed me."), unless I have a . 20, 2016
â€” As far as creating a "dotted" version of ocean hexes, I can help. I've attached a Photoshop .zip file containing
the dots already masked for . This map shows all the settlements that were evacuated under the Repatriation and

Reintegration Program. However, there are exceptions that were not evacuated.
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January 29, 2022 - If so, I have
attached a zip file with the
modified Hotkeys file. This
should be extracted to your
"War in the Pacific Admiral's

Edition\\ART". install if someone
plays it and can email me the

zip files. This file contains all the
modified files for each game in
the set. Also, for this game, I
added three files. These are

files named "art_hotkeys.blp"
(to change the hotkeys) and
"art_win.blp" (to change the

player's score to "winner"). You
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can extract them to your War in
the Pacific Admiral's

Edition\\ART and use them to
play. I have other games that I

would like to change. But I don't
know how to do it. Therefore, I

ask you about it. Sincerely,
Mike" "Dear Mike! dd2bc28256
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